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Ethnic Indian Filter Coffee





Buy Now







Coffee Blends By Type


	
Filter Coffee                                            
	
Pure Coffee                                            
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Select options

Kumbakonam Degree

₹300.00 – ₹552.00
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Select options

Chennai’s Tradition

₹300.00 – ₹552.00
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Select options

Malgudi Bliss

₹300.00 – ₹552.00
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Select options

Nirvana

₹400.00 – ₹736.00
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Select options

Revalenta Arabica

₹400.00 – ₹736.00
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Select options

Penchant Peaberry

₹400.00 – ₹736.00
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Why AOC is the Freshest Filter Coffee?



We craft roast each and every order individually, only after your order is placed online.

We do all the roasting, packaging and shipping on the same day so that you can enjoy the freshest cuppa at the comforts of your home. We craft roast only limited quantities and apply science and senses to mix and match different types of coffees to bring out the unique flavors in each and every blends.
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Your Order
Received
Day 1
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Green beans
selected
Day 1
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Selected Batch is
Roasted
Day 2
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Roasted Beans are Blended/Grinded
Day 2
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Packed and
Shipped
Day 2
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Delivered Directly
to Your Doorstep
Day 5










Customer Reviews


 5/5



I recently tried the Aromas of Coorg coffee brand, and I must say, it's amazing! The coffee has a rich, smooth flavor that is unlike any other coffee I've had before. Overall, I'm extremely impressed with this coffee brand, and I'm sure I'll be buying it again!
Rahul Khanna








 5/5



Aromas of Coorg coffee is fantastic! I love that it has a variety of flavors to choose from and they all taste great. The aroma of the coffee is delightful, and the flavor is spot-on. The coffee is also very affordable compared to other brands, which is great for those on a budget.
Soumya Gupta








 5/5



I'm a huge fan of Aromas of Coorg coffee brand. The flavor is amazing and the coffee is always freshly ground. The beans are of the highest quality and the grind is perfect every time. I highly recommend Aromas of Coorg coffee brand to anyone looking for a great cup of coffee.
Karan Singh












You Asked. We Answered.









When compared with world coffee is Indian coffee quality superior or inferior?
85% of the coffee grown in India is exported, this is a testimony in itself that Indian coffee quality is in no way Inferior. India is the only country that grows all of its coffee under shade. Typically mild and not too acidic, these coffees possess an exotic full-bodied taste and a fine aroma. Also there’s a substantial % of Indian coffee farms who grows specialty coffee which is the highest quality of coffee globally.
Every cup of “Aromas of Coorg” coffee reflects our tradition, taste, expertise & quality. Best Coffees of India is what we aim to bring to you. Every sip will take you to the corners of the estate where each flavours was cultivated.







I can buy cheaper coffee online. Why should I buy from Aromas of Coorg?
What distinguishes us from the rest? We don’t just craft your coffee, we deliver you the best coffee experiences. Yes, you can buy coffee online elsewhere at reduced prices, but we guarantee their coffee will not be as fresh as ours, which means it will not be as flavourful. We craft roast each and every order individually, only after your order is placed online. We do all the roasting, packaging and shipping on the same day so that you can enjoy the freshest cuppa at the comforts of your home.







Why freshness is detrimental to coffee quality?
Coffees taste best when they’re fresh. Much like vegetable and fruit, coffees do go stale over time. They lose flavor and aroma and become flat. Fresh coffees are delicious, full of flavor, and offer a sublime experience. We believe that everything that can keep coffees fresh must be done. And that our customers should enjoy coffees just the way we do.







What’s the best way to store fresh coffee?
Coffee is not perishable, but it can deteriorate in quality if not stored right.
• Store coffee in a cool and dry place
• Make sure the container used to store it is air-tight and contain no moisture 
• Buy small quantities, often – Buy only as much coffee as you are likely to use within 2 weeks. As coffee easily loses its richness over time.
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Urban Farmer Hospitality







Urban Farmer Hospitality is born out of passion to create the perfect coffee experience in the comforts of your home and office. Every cup of “Aromas of Coorg” coffee reflects our tradition, taste, expertise & quality. Best Coffees of India is what we aim to bring to you. Every sip will take you to the corners of the estate where each flavours was cultivated.




Contact us







Email


customercare@aromasofcoorg.com


Customer Care Number


9008955368


Address


Aromas of Coorg,

#3M-518, OMBR Layout, Ward no 27,
Bhuvanagiri, Near BSNL Telephone Exchange,
Next to Ishwaryara Sunflower Appt, Banaswadi,
Bangalore – 560043
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coffee TYPE







FILTER COFFEE


INDIAN MYSTIC


PURE COFFEE


Follow Us On










Facebook-f
					



Twitter
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